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Abstract. A new mechanism/mode of plastic deformation occurring through stress-driven rotations
of high-angle grain boundaries (GBs) in subsurface areas of nanocrystalline materials is
theoretically described. It is demonstrated that a rotation of a high-angle GB produces nanoscale
plastic flow and leads to formation of a disclination (rotational defect) whose strength and energy
depend on both GB parameters (misorientation angle, etc.) and rotation angle. The suggested
approach serves as a ge_era]izatio_ of the theoretica] mode] [Boby]ev a_d Ovid’ko, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 109, 175501 (2012)] describing stress-driven rotations of low-angle tilt boundaries composed
of lattice dislocations in crystals. In the exemplary case of nickel, it is found that the rotations of
high-angle GBs are energetically favorable processes in wide range of GB parameters. Each
energetically favorable GB rotation is specified by its equilibrium rotation angle 

eq
 associated

with the energy minimum. Dependences of 
eq

 on applied stress, GB misorientation and other
geometric characteristics of a rotating GB are calculated which show the trends in realization of
stress-driven rotations of high-angle GBs in deformed nanocrystalline solids. Our theory is
consistent with the corresponding experimental data reported in the literature.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nanoscale deformation processes occurring in
nanowires, micropillars and bulk nanocrystalline
solids represents the subject of intensive research
efforts motivated by both a wide range of their
applications and large fundamental interest to
specific deformation mechanisms/modes operating
o_ the _a_osca]e ]eve]; see, e.g., [1-–25].  For
instance, conventional lattice dislocation slip (which
dominates in coarse-grained polycrystals) shows
some unusual peculiarities in bulk nanocrystalline
solids due to the combined nanoscale and grain-
boundary effects, and, in addition, specific
deformation mechanisms effectively come into play
[1–3,6,7,10–15,21–24]. These mecha_isms are GB

sliding, rotational deformation, nanoscale twin
deformation, stress-driven GB migration, and GB
diffusional creep. In single crystalline nanowires and
micropillars, the combined nanoscale and free-
surface effects strongly influence plastic
deformation. In particular, they lead to both lattice
dislocation starvation [5] and operation of specific
physical mechanisms of plastic flow, the namely
nanoscale twin deformation, lattice slip controlled
by surface dislocation sources, multiplane
nanoscale shear, nanodisturbance deformation
mode, plastic deformation carried by amorphization,
etc. [5,8,9,13,16–20,25].

Recently a particular attention has been paid to
nanowires and micropillars with nanocrystalline
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structures as solids where the three effects
cooperatively operate which are the nanoscale,
grain-boundary and free-surface effects [26–31]. The
research in this area opens a rather unique
opportunity to identify fundamental deformation
mechanisms/modes simultaneously controlled by
the three effects and thus understand physics of
the mechanical properties exhibited by nanowires
and micropillars with nanocrystalline structures. In
particular, Jang and Greer [30] experimentally
observed a _ew type of GB tra_sformatio_s – the
_ame]y GB rotatio_s – i_ _a_ocrysta]]i_e Ni
nanopillars under mechanical load. In Letter [32],
GB rotations were theoretically described as stress-
driven processes representing a new physical
mechanism of plastic deformation in solids. Within
the approach [32], stress-driven GB rotations
effectively carry plastic flow in nanocrystalline
nanowires, nanopillars and films as well subsurface
areas of bulk nanocrystalline specimens due to the
combined actions of the nanoscale, grain-boundary
and free-surface effects.

In Letter [32], we theoretically described stress-
drive_ rotatio_s of ]ow-a_g]e ti]t bou_daries – GBs
of the simplest geometric type - modeled as finite
walls of lattice dislocations. At the same time, most
nanocrystalline materials contain high-angle tilt GBs
as dominating structural elements, while the fraction
of low-angle GBs is comparatively small [33]. In
general, physical properties and deformation
behaviors of high-angle GBs can be significantly
different from those of their low-angle counterparts
[33–35]. For i_sta_ce, i_ co_trast to ]ow-a_g]e GBs,
high-angle GBs effectively carry intergrain sliding
and GB diffusional deformation modes capable of
essentially contributing to plastic flow in solids with
_a_ocrysta]]i_e structures [33–35]. I_ this co_text,
it is very interesting to reveal the specific features of
stress-driven rotations of high-angle GBs carrying
plastic deformation in nanocrystalline nanowires,
nanopillars and films as well as subsurface areas of
bulk nanocrystalline specimens. (For shortness,
hereinafter all these systems with nanocrystalline
structures will be called nanocrystalline solids.) The
main aim of this paper is to extend the approach
[32] to the typical case of high-angle GBs and
theoretically describe their stress-driven rotations
carrying plastic deformation in nanocrystalline solids.
In doing so, the structural geometry of high-angle
GBs as well as the nanoscale, grain-boundary and
free-surface effects cooperatively operating in
nanocrystalline solids will be taken into
consideration.

2. STRESS-DRIVEN ROTATIONS OF
HIGH-ANGLE GRAIN BOUNDARIES
IN NANOCRYSTALLINE SOLIDS:
GENERAL ASPECTS AND
GEOMETRY

Let us consider geometric features of plastic defor-
mation mode occurring through stress-driven rota-
tions of high-angle GBs in nanocrystalline solids.
Fig. 1a schematically shows a two-dimensional
section of a nanocrystalline solid consisting of
nanoscale grains divided by GBs. The subsurface
area of the solid contains a high-angle symmetric
tilt boundary AB which is presented in the magnified
inset in Fig. 1b. The GB plane makes the angle á
with the specimen free surface and has the common
point B with the free surface (Fig. 1b). Also, the GB
AB forms the triple junction A with two static GBs
AC and AD (Fig. 1b).

Within our model, we consider a rotation of the
GB AB under the shear stress  operating in the
subsurface region of the mechanically loaded
nanocrystalline specimen (Figs. 1b and 1c). In the
initial state (Fig. 1b), the GB structures are geo-
metrically balanced at the triple junction A distant
by d from the free surface. It means that GBs AB,
CA, and DA are specified by tilt misorientation
angles providing no angle gap at the triple junction
A which thereby does not create stresses in the
initial state of the defect configuration (Fig. 1b).
Rotations of the GB AB violate the geometric
balance at the triple junction A which thereby
becomes a stress source after the GB rotations; for
details, see below.

Following the geometric theory of high-angle GBs
in crystals [34], the GB AB can be effectively
represented as a continuous homogeneous
distribution of GB dislocations with infinitesimally
small Burgers vectors. This representation (which
generalizes the dislocation model of low-angle tilt
boundaries as discrete distributions/walls of lattice
dislocations with quantized Burgers vectors [34]) is
well relevant for our further description of stress-driven
rotations of high-angle GBs. The continuous
dislocation distribution at the GB AB of finite extent
is characterized by the sum (integral) Burgers vector
B

0
 (Fig. 1b). In spirit of the geometric theory of GBs,

its modulus B
0
is in the following Frank relationship

[36] with the GB misorientation angle 
0
:

B
0 0 0

2 tan / 2 ,l  (1)

where l
0
 denotes the initial length of the GB AB

(Fig. 1b).
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Stress-driven rotation of a high-angle grain boundary in a nanocrystalline solid near its
free surface (a two-dimensional model). (a) Nanocrystalline specimen: general view. (b) and (c) show a
magnified inset of the subsurface region where stress-driven rotation of tilt grain boundary occurs. (b) Initial
state. High-angle grain boundary AB (entering the free surface at point B) is modeled as a continuous
distribution of edge dislocations having infinitesimally small Burgers vectors. (c) Cooperative movement of
grain boundary dislocations under the shear stress  results in rotation of high-angle grain boundary (by
angle ) from its i_itia] positio_ AB to the fi_a] positio_ AB’. Duri_g the rotatio_ of the grai_ bou_dary, its part
disappears at the free surface, a_d the correspo_di_g free surface step BB’ is formed.

Let us consider stress-driven rotation of the high-
angle GB from its initial position AB (see dotted line
i_ Fig. 1c) to a _ew positio_ AB’. Withi_ the repre-
sentation of the GB AB as an ensemble of continu-
ously distributed GB dislocations [34], the GB rota-
tion (Fig. 1c) is associated with correlated move-
ment of its GB dislocations and thereby carries plas-
tic deformation (GB dislocation slip) under the shear
stress . For definiteness, as with our previous
model for rotation of low-angle tilt boundaries [32],
the GB AB is assumed to be flat during the rotation
process. That is, the stress-driven rotation of the
high-angle GB (from its initial position AB to a new
positio_ AB’) by a_g]e  occurs with the triple
junction A playing the role of the rotation axis
(Fig. 1c).

During the rotation of the GB, its structural ge-
ometry changes. In particular, in the case
illustrated in Fig. 1c, a part of the rotating GB
disappears at the free surface due to the GB rotation,
a_d the correspo_di_g free surface step BB’ is
formed. Also, by analogy with the case of low-angle
tilt boundaries [32], the high-angle GB AB transforms
from symmetric tilt boundary in the initial state (Fig.
1b) into asymmetric one in the final state after the

rotation (Fig. 1c). It is related to the fact that the
Burgers vectors of GB dislocations change their
orientation relative to the GB plane during its rotation.
As a result, for each GB dislocation, the Burgers
vector component parallel to the GB plane appears,
and the combined effects of these components
provide the role of the asymmetric GB as a source
of long-range stresses (Figs. 1c and 2). Besides,
for each GB dislocation, the Burgers vector
component normal to the GB plane decreases during
the GB rotation (Figs. 1b, 1c, and 2). Since the
normal component provides the tilt boundary
misorientation [34], the rotation of the GB AB leads
to a decrease in its misorientation (

0 
, where

< 
0
). In these circumstances, the balance of

misorientation angles at the triple junction A is
violated, and a non-zero angle gap ( = - 

0
) is

generated at the triple junction A which thereby
becomes a stress source. More precisely, in
accordance with the theory of defects in solids, a
GB junction with a non-zero angle gap represents a
wedge disclination, a rotational defect serving as a
powerful source of internal stresses [37,38]. So, as
a consequence of the GB rotation (Figs. 1b and
1c), both the GB AB and the triple junction A be-
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Fig. 2. (Co]or o_]i_e) GB dis]ocatio_ e_semb]e at the rotated GB (after its rotatio_ to positio_ AB’) is
represented as a superposition of the two continuous distributions of edge dislocations with Burgers vectors
perpendicular and parallel to the GB plane. The first distribution is characterized by the sum Burgers vector
B  perpendicular to the GB plane. This GB dislocation distribution is associated with the symmetric tilt
misorientation of the GB. The second distribution is characterized by the sum Burgers vector B

||
 parallel to

the GB plane. This GB dislocation distribution specifies asymmetry inherent to the rotated GB.

come stress sources whose elastic energies cru-
cially contribute to the hampering force for the GB
rotation process.

Now let us discuss general aspects of stress-
driven GB rotations in nanocrystalline solids.  As it
has been noted in Introduction, the free-surface,
nanoscale and grain-boundary effects strongly
influence the GB rotation process. In particular, by
analogy with low-angle tilt boundaries [32], there
are the two free-surface effects enhancing the
stress-driven rotation of high-angle GBs. First, for
geometric reasons, the rotation process can
diminish both the GB length and thereby its energy
through disappearance of GB part(s) at the free
surface (Figs. 1b and 1c). Second, the rotation-pro-
duced stresses of GBs and triple junctions (Fig.
1c) are effectively screened by the free surface, in
which case GB rotations are favored in subsurface
areas of solids (for details, see below).

The nanoscale and grain-boundary effects on the
GB rotation manifest themselves, first of all, through
suppression of conventional lattice dislocation slip
in nanocrystalline solids. With these effects, GB
processes – i_ particu]ar, GB rotatio_s - carryi_g
plastic f low are initiated and enhanced in
mechanically loaded nanocrystalline solids.
Besides, GB rotations can intensively occur in
namely nanocrystalline materials, because such
materials contain extremely large amounts of GBs.
Note that plastic deformation via GB rotations can
occur in subsurface areas of coarse-grained
polycrystals as well. However, with low amounts of
GBs and dominant character of conventional lattice
slip in polycrystals, stress-driven rotations of GBs
hardly play a prominent role in plastic flow in
polycrystals.

3. ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS OF
STRESS-DRIVEN MIGRATION OF
HIGH-ANGLE GRAIN BOUNDARIES
IN NANOCRYSTALLINE SOLIDS

Let us calculate the equilibrium rotation angle of
the GB AB (Fig. 1) as a function of various parameters
characterizing the defect configuration under
consideration. To do so, we should find the total
energy change W of the defect configuration during
the GB rotation process. The energy change W
characterizing the GB rotation has the three terms:

pl
W W W A

1 0
,  (2)

where W
0
 and W

1
 are the energies of the defect

configuration in its initial and final states, respec-
tive]y (Figs. 1b a_d 1c, respective]y), a_d A

pl
is the

plastic flow work spent to the GB rotation under the
shear stress  . Hereinafter all the energies are writ-
ten as those per unit length of the triple junction.
That is, in our calculations of the energy character-
istics, the three-dimensional picture is reduced to
two-dimensional one (which nevertheless captures
all essential physics of the GB rotation process).

As it has been noted previously, in the initial state
(Fig. 1b), the angle gap is zero at the triple junction
A which thereby does not create stresses. Therefore,
the elastic energy of the defect configuration in its
initial state (Fig. 1b) is taken as zero. Only the proper
energy of the GB region contributes to W

0
. As a

result, we find

GB GB
W d

0 0 0 0
( ) ( ) / sin , l  (3)

where 
GB

() is the specific GB energy (per unit area
of GB) sensitive to the misorientation angle 

0
 of

the GB AB. The energies of the static GBs CA and
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DA (Fig. 1) are not taken into account in the energy
change W, because these GBs do not evolve during
the rotation of the GB AB.

Let us consider the energy W
1
 of the defect con-

figuration in its final state (Fig. 1c) resulted from the
GB rotation process. Note that the GB AB after the
rotation is asymmetric. Therefore, its intrinsic en-
semble of continuously distributed GB dislocations
can be imaginarily divided into the two ones (Fig.
2). The first ensemble of GB dislocations with
Burgers vectors normal to the GB plane provides
the symmetric tilt GB misorientation. The second
ensemble of GB dislocations with Burgers vectors
parallel to the GB plane provides GB asymmetry
and serves as a source of long-range stresses as-
sociated with this tilt asymmetry. In the circum-
stances under discussion, the energy W

1
 is repre-

sented as the following sum:

step p GB
W W W W

1
( ) .   l  (4)

Here W  is the proper elastic energy of the wedge
disclination A, W

p
 denotes the energy of stress fields

created by continuously distributed GB dislocations
with Burgers vectors para]]e] to the GB AB’, W

step
 is

the e_ergy of the free surface step BB’ (formed due
to the rotation-induced enter of a part of the rotated
GB on the free surface), and l = d/sin( + ) is the
]e_gth of the rotated GB i_ its positio_ AB’ (Fig. 1c).

Thus, with formulas (3) and (4), the total energy
change W is as follows:

p step

GB GB pl

W W W W

d A
0

( ) / sin ( ) / sin .

  

  
 (5)

Fig. 3. (Color online) Dependences of the total
energy change DW on the rotation angle j, for high-
angle grain boundaries in nanocrystalline Ni. The
dependences are calculated at = 0.06D, = 45°,


0 
= 15°, d = 100b (curve 1) and = 0.08D, = 45°,


0 
= 20°, d = 50b  (curve 2).

The terms figuring on the right-hand side of formula
(5) are calculated in Appendix. With these terms
and formula (5), we calculated the total energy
change W in the experimentally examined [30]
case of Ni. In doing so, we used the following values
of parameters [39]: G = 73 GPa, = 0.34, b = 0.25
nm, and 

s
= 2.28 J/m2. Also, value of the GB energy

density is chosen as 
s

= 1.5 J/m2.
Fig. 3 presents typical dependences of W on

the GB rotation angle . In particular, curve 1 in

Fig. 4. (Color online) Dependences of the equilibrium
rotation angle 

eq
 on the applied shear stress at

(a) 
0 
= 15°, = 45°, and d = 25b, 50b, 100b, 200b

(curves 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively); (b) = 45°,
d = 100b, and 

0 
= 15°, 32°, 38.21°, 60° (curves 1,

2, 3, 4, respectively); (c) 
0 
= 15°, d = 100b, and

= 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° (curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
respectively).
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Fig. 3 is shown which is calculated for = 0.06D,
= 45°, 

0 
= 15°, d = 100b, and demonstrates the

behavior typical for low-angle GBs [32]. More
precisely, when  increases, the energy first
decreases, reaches its minimum at some equilibrium
value 

eq
 of the GB rotation angle, and then grows;

see curve 1 in Fig. 3. In the case of high-angle GBs,
DW can exhibit a more complicated behavior; see,
for instance, curve 2 in Fig. 3. This curve is calculated
at = 0.08D, = 45°, 

0 
= 20°, d = 50b. As it follows

from curve 2, the dependence W ( ) for a high-
angle GB can have minimums additional to its main
minimum. The additional minimums are associated
with those of the dependence 

GB
(). Since the GB

misorientation angle  decreases during the GB
rotation (see formula (A4) in Appendix), q  may reach
value corresponding to a minimum of the
dependence 

GB
(). This dependence at the

minimum dramatically changes its trend from a
decreasing behavior to that showing an increase with
rising . As a corollary, W can have several
additional minimums (at certain values of parameters
characterizing the defect configuration)
corresponding to metastable states of the rotating
GB.

In next section, we will calculate and analyze
the dependences of the equilibrium GB rotation angle

eq
 on applied stress and various geometric

characteristics of the defect system under
examination. In doing so, in the case of a
configuration having several metastable states, we
will consider the state with the minimum 

eq
, that

is, the metastable state nearest to the initial one. In
other words, in the case under discussion, we will
exploit the zero temperature approximation with
transitions between metastable states being
forbidden.

4. DEPENDENCES OF EQUILIBRIUM
ANGLE eq OF GRAIN BOUNDARY
ROTATION ON APPLIED STRESS
AND GEOMETRIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
DEFECT SYSTEM IN
NANOCRYSTALLINE SOLIDS

As it follows from our previous examination, the key
characteristic of a stress-driven GB rotation process
is the equilibrium rotation angle 

eq
. In this context,

for description of the stress-driven GB rotation
process in a deformed nanocrystalline solid, it is
highly important to calculate and analyze the
dependences of the equilibrium GB rotation angle

eq
 on applied stress and various geometric charac-

teristics of the defect system. Such calculations
and analysis represent the main subject of this sec-
tion.

Fig. 4 presents the dependences 
eq

 on the
applied shear stress , for various values of other
parameters of the system. All the dependences are
indicative of the logical trend that the angle 

eq

monotonously (in the near-linear way) grows with
rising the applied stress. For values of parameters
exploited in our calculations, typical values of the
equilibrium GB rotation angle 

eq
 are in the range

from severa] degrees to ~15°. As to more detai]s,
curves in Fig. 4a are calculated for 

o 
= 15°, = 45°

as well as values of d = 25b, 50b, 100b, and 200b.
From Fig. 4a it follows that rotations of short GBs
are enhanced compared to those of long GBs. This
trend is due to the screening effect of the free surface
on the stress field of the disclination whose strain
energy (given by formula (A1) in Appendix) depends
on d as d 2. (For shorter GBs, the triple junction A
is evidently located closer to the free surface, than
for longer GBs).

Curves 
eq

( ) in Fig. 4b are calculated for
= 45°, d = 100b as well as values of 

o 
= 15°, 32°,

38.21° a_d 60°. These va]ues of the GB
misorientation angle are taken, for the following
reaso_s. Va]ue of 15° is the mi_imum ]imit for a_g]es
characterizing high-angle GBs (and, at the same
time, the maximum limit for angles characterizing
]ow-a_g]e GBs). Va]ues of 32° a_d 38.21° are c]ose
to each other, but they correspond to principally
different cases. So, GB with 

o 
= 32° has the

maximum value of the GB energy density near the
edge of a cusp inherent to the dependence 

GB
(),

whereas the misorie_tatio_ a_g]e 38.21° specifies
a minimum (corresponding to GB with 7) of the
dependence 

GB
(). Therefore, during the GB rotation

and associated decrease in the GB misorientation
angle, the GB energy density decreases and
increases for 

0 
= 32° a_d 38.21°, respective]y. Va]ue

of 60° is treated as the ]imiti_g case u_favorab]e for
GB rotation, because of both large misorientation
angle 

0
 and minimum of the GB energy density

GB
. In general, from Fig. 4b it is well seen the trend

that the GB rotation is hampered when the
misorientation angle 

0
 increases (due to the

contribution to W from the disclination energy given
by formula (A1) in Appendix).

Curves 
eq

( ) in Fig. 4c are calculated for


0 
= 15°, d = 100b as well as values of = 15°, 30°,

45°, 60°, a_d 75°. As it fo]]ows from Fig. 4c, the
angle  influences the GB rotation process in a
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Dependences of the equilibrium
rotation angle 

eq
 on the misorientation angle 

0
 at

(a) d = 100b, = 45°, and = 0.02D, 0.04D, 0.06D,
0.08D (curves 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively); (b) = 0.06D,

= 45°, and d = 25b, 50b, 100b, 200b (curves 1, 2,
3, 4, respectively); (c) = 0.06D, d = 100b, and

= 25°, 45°, 75° (curves 1, 2, 3, respectively).

complicated manner which is not completely illus-
trated by this Figure. The influence in question be-
comes more evident from curves 

eq
( ) (see Fig. 7

and its discussion presented below). Nevertheless,
even Fig. 4c shows that rotations of GBs oriented
near perpendicular to the free surface are more
hampered then those of GBs with other orientations
of their planes (see curve 5).

Fig. 5 presents the dependences of 
eq

 on the
initial misorientation angle 

0
 of the rotating GB, for

various values of other parameters of the defect sys-
tem under consideration. The general trend is evi-
dent which is decrease in the equilibrium GB rota-
tion angle 

eq
 with increase in 

0
. However, in the

areas where the GB misorientation angle is close
to those of specia] GBs, there are “bursts” especia]]y
pronounced for special GBs with lowest
misorientation angles (GBs with 31, 21, and

13; see Fig. A2 in Appendix).
Curves 

eq
(

0
) in Fig. 5a are calculated for

d = 100b, = 45° as well as values of the shear
stress = 0.02D, 0.04D, 0.06D and 0.08D, where
D = G/[2 (1 - )], G is the shear modulus, and  is
the Poisson ratio. Larger values of  correspond to
larger values of 

eq
. “Bursts” for specia] GBs with

misorie_tatio_ a_g]es >30° are i_sig_ifica_t, because
the contribution of the GB energy density to W is
small compared to that from the disclination energy.

Curves 
eq

(
0
) in Fig. 5b are calculated for

= 0.06D, = 45° as well as values of d = 25b,
50b, 100b, and 200b. From these curves it is
interesting to note that the dependences 

eq
(

0
)

exhibit anomalous behavior in those narrow intervals
of the misorientation angle 

0
, that precede “bursts”.

More precisely, the GB rotation angle is larger for
longer GBs in these narrow intervals. The reason
for the anomalous behavior is the fact that these
narrow intervals correspond to decreasing segments
of the GB energy density function 

GB
() (see

Fig. A2 in Appendix), in which case the energy
density 

GB
 grows, instead of decreasing, with rising

rotation angle .
Curves  

eq
(

0
) in Fig. 5c are calculated for

= 0.06D, d = 100b as well as values of = 15°,
45°, a_d 75°. I_ ge_era], this Figure as we]] as Figs.
5a and 5b are indicative of the fact that, for high-
a_g]e GBs specified by misorie_tatio_ a_g]es >30°,
typical rotation angles 

eq 
< 5°; for high-a_g]e GBs

with misorientation angles being in the range
15–30°, the rotatio_ a_g]es 

eq 
<  20°; whereas ]ow-

angle GBs with misorientatio_ a_g]es <15°, ca_ be
rotated by large angles 

eq 
 40°.

Fig. 6 shows the dependences of 
eq

 on the char-
acteristic distance d between the triple junction A
and the free surface (Fig. 1), for various values of
other parameters specifying the defect system under
our consideration. Curves 

eq
(d) in Fig. 6a are

calculated for 
0 
= 15°, = 45° as well as values of

= 0.02D, 0.04D, 0.06D, and 0.08D. Curves 
eq

(d)
in Fig. 6b correspond to = 0.06D, = 45°, and


0 
= 15°, 32°, 38.21°, a_d 60°. Curves 

eq
(d) in

Fig. 6c are calculated for = 0.06D, 
0 
= 15° as well

as = 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, a_d 75°. I_ most cases,
the dependences 

eq
(d) are monotonously
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decreasing functions of d, except for the situations
where the rotating GBs in their initial states are
special ones; see curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 6b,
corresponding to the GB misorientation angles
38.21° a_d 60°, respective]y. It is see_ that these
curves are monotonously growing functions of d, in
contrast to other curves presented in Fig. 6. The
reasons for the specific character of the curves 3
and 4 were discussed above as those related to

Fig. 6. (Color online) Dependences of the equilibrium
rotation angle 

eq
 on the parameter d (the distance

between the triple junction A and the free surface)
at (a) 

0 
= 15°, = 45°, and = 0.02D, 0.04D, 0.06D,

0.08D (curves 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively); (b) = 0.06D,
= 45°, and 

0 
= 15°, 32°, 38.21°, 60° (curves 1, 2,

3, 4, respectively); (c) = 0.06D, 
0 

= 15°, and
= 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° (curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

respectively).

Fig. 7. (Color online) Dependences of the equilibrium
rotation angle 

eq
 on the angle a at (a) d = 100b,


0 
= 15°, and = 0.02D, 0.04D, 0.06D, 0.08D (curves

1, 2, 3, 4, respectively); (b) = 0.06D, d = 100b,
and 

0 
= 15°, 32°, 38.21°, 60° (curves 1, 2, 3, 4,

respectively); (c) = 0.06D, 
0 
= 15°, and d = 25b,

50b, 100b, 200b (curves 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively).

non-monotonous behavior of the GB energy density

GB
 during the GB rotation process. Also, with curves

presented in Fig. 6c, we conclude that GB rotations
are enhanced, and the equilibrium rotation angle 

eq

increases, if the distance between the triple junction
A and the free surface decreases. Say, for d<10
nm, the angle 

eq
 reaches va]ues of arou_d 30° or

more.
Fig. 7 presents the dependences of 

eq
 on the

angle  between the free surface and the rotating
GB in its initial state (Fig. 1), for various values of
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other parameters specifying the defect system un-
der our consideration. Curves 

eq
( ) in Fig. 7a are

calculated for d = 100b, 
0 
= 15° as well as = 0.02D,

0.04D, 0.06D, and 0.08D. Curves 
eq

( ) in Fig. 7b
correspond to = 0.06D, d = 100b as well as


0 
= 15°, 32°, 38.21°, a_d 60°. Curves 

eq
(a) in Fig.

7c are calculated for = 0.06D, 
0 
= 15° as well as

d = 25b, 50b, 100b, and 200b. From a general
viewpoint, it is evident that the angle  influences
the total energy change W through the two factors.
The first factor is the plastic deformation work (see
formula (A8) in Appendix) in which the angle 
specifies the orientation of GB dislocation glide/
movement relative to the plane of the maximum
shear stress action. With this factor, the optimum
angle  enhancing the GB rotation process is the
angle providing the same orientation of the planes
under discussion (in our case,  = 45°). The seco_d
factor is related to the fact that the total energy
change W is influenced by the angle a through
sensitivity of the GB length l = d/sin( + ) to .
When  diminishes, the GB length evidently
decreases more rapidly during the GB rotation and
thus leads to more profit in the total energy change

W. On the contrary, if the angle  is valued near
90°, the GB ]e_gth very weak]y cha_ges duri_g the
GB rotation.

Competition of the two factors under our
discussion is reflected in Fig. 7. In particular, as it
follows from Fig. 7a, for comparatively large levels
of the app]ied stress (see curves 2–4), each of the
dependences 

eq
(a) has a well pronounced

maximum at 40°. At the same time, for smaller
stress level (see, e.g., curve 1), the contribution of
the plastic deformation work to W is small, and
therefore the dependence 

eq
( ) monotonously

decreases. In these circumstances, rotation of GBs
making low angles with the free surface is enhanced
despite their non-optimal orientation relative to the
external shear stress.

The dependences presented in Fig. 7c have a
character similar to that of curves shown in Fig. 7a.
More precisely, for GB configurations with low values
of d (see curve 1), the dependence 

eq
( )

monotonously decreases, as with the case of low
stresses. In doing so, however, the reason for the
behavior in question is different from that in the case
of low stresses. Actually, GBs characterized by low
values of  in their initial states are by practice
parallel with the free surface. In addition, since d is
small, such GBs are located in the vicinity of the
free surface. As a corollary, the stresses created
by a rotating GB and its triple junction A with
neighboring static GBs are effectively screened by

the free surface, whereas the plastic deformation
work is small due to small displacements of GB
dislocations. These factors lead to the crucial
contribution of the GB energy density to both DW
and thereby the discussed character of the
dependences 

eq
( ). For large values of d, each of

the dependences 
eq

( ) has its maximum whose
positio_ te_ds to be c]oser to 45° with risi_g d. Also,
as it follows from Fig. 7, rotations of GBs having
their planes near perpendicular to the free surface
are by practice forbidden (with the proviso that the
plane of the maximum shear stress action is oriented
by 45° re]ative to the free surface).

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thus, we theoretically examined stress-driven
rotations of high-angle GBs near free surfaces (Fig.
1) in mechanically loaded nanocrystalline solids
such as nanowires, micropillars, films and bulk
materials with nanocrystalline structures. Within our
approach, rotation of a high-angle GB was described
as a process realized through cooperative, stress-
driven displacements of GB dislocations
continuously distributed along the GB and
characterized by infinitesimally small Burgers
vectors. In the exemplary case of Ni, it was
demonstrated that the GB rotation process is
energetically favorable in wide ranges of parameters
characterizing the GB configuration and mechanical
load of the nanocrystalline specimen containing the
configuration. The key characteristic of a stress-
driven GB rotation process was identified to be the
equilibrium rotation angle 

eq
 corresponding to a

minimum of the system energy. In certain
conditions, there are several metastable states
(corresponding to several minimums of the energy)
of a rotating GB near the specimen free surface.

For characterization of the stress-driven GB ro-
tation process in a deformed nanocrystalline solid,
we calculated and analyzed the dependences of the
equilibrium GB rotation angle 

eq
 on the applied

stress and various geometric parameters of the
defect system. These parameters are the tilt
misorientation angle 

0
 of the rotating GB; the

distance d between the triple junction A (serving as
a rotation axis for the rotating GB) and the free
surface; and the angle  made by the rotating GB
plane and the free surface (Fig. 1). In our calculations,
we revealed the following trends. The equilibrium GB
rotation angle 

eq
 monotonously (in the near-linear

way) grows with rising the applied stress  (Fig. 3).
Also, 

eq
 tends to decrease when 

0
 and/or d

increases (Figs. 4 and 5). Besides, with rising ,
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the equilibrium GB rotation angle 
eq

 first increases,
reaches its maximum at  45°, and then
decreases down to 0 when  approaches 90°
(Fig. 6). However, in certain conditions, there are
deviations from the aforesaid trends. In particular,
special GBs characterized by low energies behave
in the way different from the trends. Rotations of
special GBs are enhanced, and the dependences

eq
(

0
) exhibit “bursts” correspo_di_g to these

special GBs (Fig. 5). Besides, for special GBs, the
dependences 

eq
(d) are increasing functions, in

contrast to decreasing functions that characterize
general GBs. In addition, we found that, for low values
of  and d, the dependence 

eq
( ) deviates from its

standard version. More precisely, this dependence
becomes monotonously decreasing function, in
which case rotations of GBs making low angles with
the free surface are enhanced.

Values of the GB rotation angle 
eq

 in
nanocrystalline Ni range rather widely from units to
tens of degrees, depending on parameters of GB
co_figuratio_ (Figs. 4–7). This is we]] co_siste_t with
the experimental observation [30] of GB rotations in
mechanically loaded nanocrystalline Ni nanopillars.
Also, the suggested representations on a new
physical mechanism/mode of plastic deformation
occurring through stress-driven rotations of high-
angle GBs in nanocrystalline solids are indirectly
supported by the experimental observation [31] of
intense GB deformation processes - in particular,
GB sliding - in ultrafine-grained micropillars of Al-
based alloy. In this case, the stress-driven GB
rotations can provide accommodation of GB sliding
and serve as a special (new) GB deformation mode
itself.

In addition, stress-driven GB rotations can serve
as accommodating processes for grain growth and
crystal lattice rotations within isolated grains or their
groups in deformed nanocrystalline solids. In
particular, such grain growth and crystal lattice
rotations were experimentally observed in regions
near crack tips in nanocrystalline and ultrafine-
grai_ed materia]s [40–44]. I_ these areas, stresses
are very high, and it is logical to assume that stress-
driven GB rotations can occur.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix, we will calculate all the terms
figuring on the right-hand side of formula (5). This
will allow us to calculate the total energy change

W (see the main text).
The proper elastic energy W  of the wedge

disc]i_atio_ A ]ocated _ear the free surface [Fig. 1c]
is given by the known formula [36]:

D d
W

2 2

,
2

 (A1)

where D = G/[2 (1 - )], G is the shear modulus,
and  is the Poisson ratio. The disclination strength

, as it has been noted previously [32], is equal to
the difference,  = - 

0
, between the GB

misorientation angles after and before the GB
rotation (and 

0
, respectively).

For our further calculations of the terms figuring
on the right-hand side of formula (5), let us represent
the misorientation angle of the GB in its final state
as a function of the GB rotation angle j and the
misorientation angle 

0
 of the GB in its initial state.

By analogy with formula (1), the GB misorientation
angle  is in the following Frank relationship with
the ”perpe_dicu]ar” compo_e_t B  = Bcos  (see Fig.
1c) of the sum Burgers vector of the GB located in
its fi_a] positio_ AB’:

B B cos 2 tan / 2 .l  (A2)

Now ]et us co_sider those GB dis]ocatio_s that “sur-
vived” after the GB rotatio_. (Other GB dis]ocatio_s
disappear at the free surface during the GB rota-
tion.) For evident geometric reasons (see Fig. 1c),
these GB dislocations occupy some finite segment
of the GB when it is located in its initial position AB,
and the segment in question has the length of lcos .
The sum Burgers vector of these GB dislocations is
given as: B = (lcos /l

0
)B

0
. With this relation, from

formula (1) one obtains:

B
0

2 cos tan / 2 .l  (A3)

From formulas (A2) and (A3) we find the following
relationship between , , and 

0
:

2 02arctan cos tan .
2


  (A4)

This relationship is indicative, in particular, of the
fact that the GB misorientation angle decreases
during the GB rotation.

Now let us return to calculation of the terms fig-
uring on the right-hand side of formula (5). The free
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surface step formed during the GB rotation (Figs. 1b and 1c) consists of elementary steps each being
formed by a GB dislocation during its enter/disappearance on the free surface. Each elementary step has
the length equal to infinitesimally small Burgers vector magnitude of the disappeared GB dislocation. As a
corollary, the energy W

step
 of the free surface step is proportional to the decrease, B-B

0
, in the sum Burgers

vector of the GB due its rotation. That is, W
step 

= 
s
(B - B

0
),  with 

s
 being the free surface energy density (per

unit area). With this relation and formulas (1) and (A3), one obtains:

step s s
W d0 0

0

1 cos
2 tan cos 2 tan .

2 2 sin sin

 

l l  (A5)

The plastic deformation work is calculated by integration of elemental works each being related to
displacement of a GB dislocation with infinitesimal Burgers vector during the GB rotation. In this situation,
we have:

pl
A s r B

0

0

0

cos / 2 2 ( )d ,
l

 (A6)

where dB
0
 = (B

0
/l

0
)dr is the Burgers vector of GB dislocations located at an infinitesimally small GB frag-

ment of length dr,  r the distance between the GB fragment and the triple junction, and s(r) is the displace-
ment of the GB fragment during the GB rotation under the applied shear stress . In writing formula (A6), for
defi_ite_ess, we assume that the p]a_e of the maximum shear stress actio_ makes the a_g]e 45° with the
free surface, and the angle between this plane and dislocation glide plane is equal to /4 - . (The latter
explains the presence of cos in the expression for A

pl
). With geometry of the considered system (Fig. 1c),

the dependence s(r) is calculated as follows:

r r
s r

r r
0 0

tan , if 0 cos ,
( )

tan , if cos .

l

l l l
 (A7)

Substitution of (A7) to formula (A6) gives:

pl
A d 2 0

sin cos / 2 2
tan .

2 sin sin



  (A8)

In order to calculate the energy W
p
 figuring on the right-hand side of formula (5), it is convenient to represent

the dis]ocatio_ structure of the GB AB’ as a superpositio_ of the two co_ti_uous distributio_s of edge
dislocations with Burgers vectors perpendicular and parallel to the GB plane (see Fig. 2). The energy of the
distribution of GB dislocations characterized by Burgers vectors perpendicular to the GB plane has been
taken into consideration through its equivalent disclination model in the expression (A1). More precisely,
following the theory of disclinations in solids [36], stress fields created by GB dislocations characterized by
Burgers vectors perpe_dicu]ar to the GB p]a_e a_d ]ocated at the GB AB’ are we]] described as those
created by a wedge disclination located at the triple junction A. Therefore, the strain energy of such GB
dislocation distribution is in a good approximation equal to the strain energy of the disclination.

Also, the distribution of GB dislocations characterized by Burgers vectors parallel to the GB plane (that
is, the Burgers vectors with magnitudes dB

||
 = (B

||
/l)dr) serves as a powerful source of long-range stresses.

Its contribution to the strain energy of the GB can be calculated in the standard way [45] as the work spent
to generation of the dislocations in their stress fields. To do so, we consider a GB fragment of infinitesimally
small length dr (Fig. A1). This fragment is characterized by infinitesimally small Burgers vector magnitude

drlBdB )/( ||||  and in some approximation can be viewed as a GB dislocation with this Burgers vector
magnitude. Let us calculate the work spent to introduce such a dislocation from the free surface to its final
position in the stress field created by the continuous dislocation distribution under our examination. (The
path of the dislocation introduction is indicated by arrow in Fig. A1). As a result, we find the (infinitesimally
small) energy dW

p
 of this GB fragment as follows:

r

p xy yy

B r
W r x r x r r

sin

0

d
d ( ) sin , cos cos , cos d .

2



    
l

 (A9)
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Here 
xy
 and 

yy
 are the stress tensor components created by the continuously distributed dislocations near

the free surface, and the parameter r specifies the spatial location of the GB fragment (the distance be-
tween the fragment and the triple junction A) and varies from 0 to l.

The stresses, 
xy

 and 
yy

 can be calculated by integration of the known expressions [46] for the stress
fields, 

xy

(1)  and 
yy

(1) , respectively, of a sole edge dislocation near the free surface. The latter stress fields in
the coordinate system shown in Fig. A1 are given as:

xy x

y

x x x x xxx xx xx
x y D b

r r r r r

y x x x xy y x y y xx x
b

r r r r r

2 2 33

_(1)

2 4 2 4 6

2 22 2

2 4 2 4 6

2 6 162
( , ) /

2 42 16
,

 

  



  


   

 
  




 (A10)

yy x

y

y x x x xy y x y y xx x
x y D b

r r r r r

x x x x xx x xx xx x
b

r r r r r

2 22 2

(1)

2 4 2 4 6

2 23 3

2 4 2 4 6

2 2 42 16
( , ) /

2 3 103 2 163 5
,



  

 

  


   

 





(A11)

where x
±
 = x ± x’, y

-
 = y - y’, r x y2 2 , x’ a_d y’ are the coordi_ates of the so]e dis]ocatio_, b

x
 and b

y

are the projections of the dislocation Burgers vector on the coordinate axes Ox and Oy, respectively. In our
case (Fig. A1), all the dislocation cores lie on one line, and therefore their coordinates can be effectively
expressed through the parameter r and the angle +  as follows: x’ = rsin( + ), y’ = rcos( + ). The
Burgers vector projections are evidently given as: b

x
 = dB

||
sin( + ), and b

y
 = dB

||
cos( + ). With these

expressions substituted to formulas (A10) and (A11), we find the stress tensor components 
xy

 and 
yy

 as
the following integrals (for details, see, e.g., [47]):

xy xy
x y x y x r y r r(1)

0

( , ) , ; sin , sin d , 
l

 (A12)

yy y
x y x y x r y r r(1)

0

( , ) , ; sin , sin d , 
l

(A13)

Here  = B
||
/(ldB

||
) denotes the linear density of the dislocations in their continuous distribution.

Fig. A1. Continuous distribution of edge disloca-
tions having infinitesimally small Burgers vectors is
located near the specimen free surface.

Fig. A2. Idealized dependence of the grain bound-
ary energy density 

GB
 on tilt misorientation angle

q, for high-angle tilt boundary of <111> type in nickel
(in spirit of the approach [34]).
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The expressions (A10)–(A13) a]]ow us to ca]cu-
late the integral (A9). In its turn, the total energy is
calculated by integrating the expression (A9), that
is:

p p
W W r

0

d ( ).
l

 (A14)

Integral (A14), in general, can be calculated
analytically. However, the analytical approach is
labor-consuming, and its presentation in paper
needs too much space. Therefore, in our
examination, the energy W

p
 was numerically

ca]cu]ated with the aid of formu]as (A9)–(A14).
The GB energy density 

GB
() (figuring on the

right-hand side of formula (5)), as it is well-known
[34], depends on the GB misorientation angle. In
most materials the GB energy 

GB
 versus tilt

misorientation , for > 15°, is a slowly increasing
or approximately constant function of  with energy
“cusps” associated with special GBs in some narrow
intervals of  [34]. Figure A2 shows such an ideal-
ized dependence 

GB
() taken from paper [48] in the

case of tilt boundary of <111> type in Ni. This de-
pendence reflects the previously noted specific fea-
tures, that is, an approximately constant level
(shown as 

0
) of the energy in wide intervals of 

with e_ergy “cusps” associated with specia] GBs i_
some narrow intervals of . For definiteness, the
minimum values of the energy are taken as 

0
/2,

except for the special GB with the misorientation
a_g]e 60° (a_d 3), whose energy is taken as 

0
/10.
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